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Wondering what you will do with all the free time youâ€™ll have once you retire?You are not

alone!Adventures in Retirement: A Humorous Journey into the Unknown World of Excess Time,

Limited Responsibilities and an Uncertain Future focuses on the author's efforts, over the course of

one year, to prepare for retirement by reconnecting with the hobbies and interests of his youth, while

also finding innovative ways to express his creativity and connect with people. Along the way,

readers join the author in discovering: â€¢The scary side of fishing; â€¢Why itâ€™s wrong when

board games become blood sports; â€¢The unexpected connection between cooking classes and

true romance; â€¢How the author's cat convinced him to take up yoga (and why that was a terrible

idea); â€¢Golfing for the ball challenged; â€¢The thrill of jumping out of an airplane without risking

your life; â€¢The eternal appeal of Elly May Clampett; and,â€¢How to do nothing without feeling

guilty about it.
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Wonderful book! Since my husband and I are "of that age", not only was it a joyful read but also a



nice example of perhaps what we should start doing as to prepare for the retirement years. Laugh

out loud funny in many places and touching in others, Mr. Doyle has really provided a great set if

lessons in how to appreciate the different aspects of one's life. And I never thought I would be so

entertained by the terms "Cipro" and "Hitler Mustache". Or that I would consider buying a biohazard

suit for my next trip to the amusement park.

Doyle's book deviates from the standard question regarding retirement, "Will you have enough

money for the rest of your days?" Instead, the author humorously challenges the reader to answer

the question, "So what are you going to do with yourself?" And Mr. Doyle proceeds to share with the

reader his ruminations regarding retirement time. The book has charm, humor,suggestions and

challenges for the lucky reader who happens to be on the brink of the great retirement adventure. I

liked it so much I bought six copies to share with friends and colleagues.

Wonderful page turner. I enjoyed it from start to finish. This book inspired me to get out and try

something new. As a retired couple, we tend to get in a rut. The author shows that new adventures

can be fun.

This book is pretty funny. Helpful hints, through anecdotes, for killing time when work no longer

impedes on your free time. A cheap and suitable gift for office farewell parties. Should offer bulk

pricing for this.

I read the book purely for fun, but I wasn't careful and ending up learning a few things, too. Who

knew backgammon is that serious a pursuit? There are that many kinds of yoga? I'm not the only

one who no longer understands new-fangled slot machines? If a bird poops on you in South

America, then hold on to your wallet? This is one of those books I couldn't put down.

Really enjoyed this book. Not only did it answer some of the questions I had about what to do when

I retire but I had a good laugh while reading. There were several times I had to stop reading to wipe

the tears from my eyes from laughing so hard. I would recommend this book to anyone thinking

about retiring or already retired. Great read.

I 'd recommend this book to anyone wondering what they'll do in retirement. It covers a lot of ideas,

tells many humorous anecdotes, is entertaining, but makes one think about their own "golden years"



plan.

A very entertaining, often laugh out loud, read, combined with thoughtful moments. The perfect book

for anyone leaving the working world and facing the leisure-time challenges that retirement holds. I

highly recommend this book.
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